Abstract-The precautionary salting of the road network is an important maintenance issue for countries with a marginal winter climate. On many nights, not all the road network will require treatment as the local geography will mean some road sections are warmer than others. Hence, there is a logic to optimising salting routes based on known road surface temperature distributions. In this paper, a robust solution of Salting Route Optimisation using a training dataset of daily predicted temperature distributions is proposed. Evolutionary Algorithms are used to produce salting routes which group together the colder sections of the road network. Financial savings can then be made by not treating the warmer routes on the more marginal of nights. Experimental results on real data also reveal that the proposed methodology reduced total distance traveled on the new routes by around 10conventional salting routes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In countries with a marginal winter climate, highway authorities are responsible for the precautionary salting of the road network. In the case of UK, there are approximately 3000 salting routes covering about 120,000km or 30 % of the road network. With limited resources and treatment time constraints, it is imperative that salting routes are planned in advance for efficient and effective operation. To aid this process, a Salting Route Optimisation system (SRO) which combines evolutionary algorithms with the neXt generation Road Weather Information System (XRWIS) has been developed [1] . The SRO system can cope with large-scale instances in the real world within reasonable computation times, to the extent that a daily dynamic salting route optimisation can be realised. However, such a dynamic system which responds daily to changes in temperature distributions, will result in salting routes that will also change on a daily basis. Such a complicated system may confuse maintenance engineers, to the extent that errors will occur in the treatment regime. Therefore, a robust solution of salting route optimisation is also required. Here, emphasis is placed on 'thermally ranking' optimised routes so that the 'warmer' routes could be left untreated on marginal nights. Although financial savings using a robust solution are potentially less Hisashi Handa is with the Graduate School of Natural Science and Technology, Okayama University, Okayama, 700-8530, Japan (phone: +81-86-251-8250; fax: +81-86-251-8256; email: handa@sdc.it.okayama-u.ac.jp).
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Lee than a dynamic solution, this is still a considerable advance on existing techniques.
In this paper, a new evolutionary SRO which generates robust solutions is presented. Salting routes denote a set of tours for a variable number of trucks which cover the whole area. Each individual, which represents a salting route, is evaluated on a set of typical temperature distributions. For each temperature distribution, a sequence of required edges is extracted from individuals before the distance of the edges is calculated. A fitness function is defined by accumulating the distance for all typical temperature distributions and a weighted sum of the distance for this calculation is also examined.
II. SALTING ROUTE OPTIMISATION WITH XRWIS
The salting route optimisation system represents a synergy of Evolutionary Algorithms with XRWIS. XRWIS is explained in more detail in the next section, but essentially provides past and predicted temperature distributions to the Evolutionary Algorithms module for evolution and operation. The system is fronted by an intuitive Graphical User Interface to display the acquired robust routes generated by Evolutionary Algorithms. Although the road network is inputted into the SRO as vector routing data, additional 'local' information can also be entered using the GUI, such as no right turns, one way streets, new roads and driver preferences. This section explains how XRWIS data is combined with the vector routing to translate the salting route optimisation problem into a Capacitated Arc Routing Problems (CARP).
A. XRWIS
The decision of whether to salt is taken by consulting a Road Weather Information System (RWIS) which combines weather forecast data with road temperature and condition data. The first generation of RWIS currently in use relies on methods and tools developed in the 1980s, but as technology has moved on, it is now being superseded by the neXt generation RWIS (XRWIS) (Thornes et al, 2005) . XRWIS is a new route-based forecast system which accurately predicts road temperatures to a high spatial and temporal resolution. Instead of modelling road condition at a single site and interpolating temperatures by thermal maps, XRWIS models road surface temperatures at thousands of sites around the road network by considering the influence of the local geography on the road surface [2] , [3] . Data is collected along each salting route by conducting a survey of the skyview factor (a measure of the degree of sky obstruction by buildings and trees) [4] , [5] . This is then combined with other The geographical data is combined with mesoscale meteorological data in an energy balance model to predict road conditions at typical spatial and temporal resolutions of 20 metres and 20 minutes respectively. The output is displayed as a colour-coded map of road temperature and condition that is disseminated over the Internet to the highway engineer. From this it can be suggested as to whether or not an individual salting route needs treating. Fig. 1 shows example temperature forecasts of salting routes in the South Gloucestershire, UK. The shaded colour of each point represents the temperature predicted by XR-WIS, i.e., the colour is gradually varied from dark grey for cold points to light grey for warm points.
B. Capacitated Arc Routing Problems
SRO can be regarded as an instance of the Capacitated Arc Routing Problem (CARP) [6] , [8] . Suppose that a graph G = (V, E) is given, where V and E are sets of vertices and edges, respectively. Each edge e in E has a cost C e . Additionally, a set R (⊂ E) of required edges is defined in the CARP. A demand D e is defined to each edge e in R. There are several vehicles to fill the demands, where each vehicle has the predefined capacity of services for the demands. A depot is defined elsewhere in V . All vehicles must depart from this depot and return there at the end of their service tour. The problem is to find a set of tours which have a minimum total cost for all vehicles, ensuring the demands of all required edges are filled by at least one vehicle, whilst ensuring the total services capabilities of each vehicle are not exceeded.
In the case of SRO, the road network is divided into vertices and edges. Vertices are set on intersections or branch points of roads, whereas edges are defined as roads between vertices. In accordance with this definition, several vertices and short edges are generated at some of the more complicated features of the network, for example, at roundabouts (in order to simplify problems without loss of generality, roundabouts are regarded as intersections). For example, using Fig. 1 as an example, there are 419 vertices and 597 edges.
The costs of an edge is defined as the length of these feature. The set of required edges and their demands, i.e. the amount of salt, are then defined by referring to the predicted temperature provided by XRWIS. As described in section II-A, XRWIS predicts road surface temperature typically at 20m intervals along the route. If a road section is predicted to go below freezing, then 10g/m 2 salt is required to be spread on that section before ice forms. However, the actual amount of salt required will vary with road width (type), e.g. Motorway, A-Road, B-Road etc. Thus, the amount of salt S(e) on an edge e is defined as follows: where succ(o, e) and w(e) denote the succeeding prediction point of the prediction point o on the edge e, and width of the edge e, respectively. f (x) is the threshold function such that f (x) returns 1 if x < 0, otherwise 0. t(o) and θ are the predicted temperature at o and threshold value fixed in advance. If S(e) is greater than 0, the edge e is regarded as a member of the set of required edges.
C. Representation and Evaluation of Tours
Each salting operation will see several trucks in operation. Suppose that each edge is assigned a unique ID and the number of available trucks, N , is predefined. Tours T i for trucks i (i = 1, . . . N) can be denoted as a sequence of the edge IDs. For instance, let N = 3, a set of all edge IDs is 
T 2 1 8 4
For a temperature distribution a, a set of edges requireing treatment R(a) are defined. The set of tours is then rewritten by neglecting nonmembers of the set of required edges R(a). Let R(A) = {2, 3, 4, 6, 8}. The set of tours is rewritten for the temperature distribution a as follows:
In this example, T 3 (a) is not used for service. Therefore, the number of trucks required is 2.
The evaluation of a set of tours X is represented as follows:
where C() denotes the cost function for a tour, which calculates the distance of the tour, and C p is a predefined coefficient for the penalty term. P () indicates the quantity of constraint violation in each truck. That is, P () is defined as follows:
where D(T, a) denotes the total services in tour T at a temperature distribution a, and L(T ) is a limitation subject to a truck for tour T .
III. ROBUST SOLUTION OF SALTING ROUTE OPTIMISATION

A. Robust Solution
Searching for robust solutions is one of the most significant topics of evolutionary optimisation in uncertain environments [11] . Robust solutions are required for problems where the decision variables or environmental parameters 1 are subject 1 The environmental parameters indicate parameters which characterise the fitness function to perturbation. The notion of effective fitness function is often used in this research area [9] , [10] .
where p(δ) indicates the probability distribution of perturbation δ. In the case of where a perturbation is added to the environmental parameters a,
In practise, an approximation of the effective fitness function is used. The approximation of the effective fitness function in the former is written bŷ
where N denotes the number of samplings to estimate f (X).
That is, evolutionary algorithms tackle to solve forF (X) instead of f (X). Similar approximation is applied for the latter case.
B. Robust Solution of Salting Route Optimisation
In the case of Salting Route Optimisation, a robust solution can be represented by an optimal design value X for the following function:
where a indicates possible temperature distributions. Generally speaking, the optimisation of F (X) does not make sense if a, such that p(a) = 0, is uncorrelated with X in E(X, a). In the case of Salting Route Optimisation, potentially 'warmer' and 'colder' roads exist due to microclimatological effects caused by the local geography. However, although the distribution in tempearture will vary daily across the road network, warmer sections are nearly always warm and colder sections are nearly always cold. As a result, even on cold nights, some warmer sections of road do not require salt where as the colder sections of road will need treating on even the least marginal of nights. It is still difficult to compute equation (5) exactly since the number of possible values in a is large and the probability distribution p(a) is yet unknown. Hence, as in inductive learning, the number of typical temperature distributions is prepared for evolution. Let A e be a set of temperature distributions for evolution. The following function is useful to evaluate the robustness of salting routes:
IV. EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS FOR ROBUST SOLUTION OF SALTING ROUTE OPTIMISATION
A. Overview
In this section, a new Memetic algorithm for generating robust solutions is proposed. Fig. 3 shows the pseudocode of the Memetic algorithm. The basic procedure of the Memetic Algorithm is ordinal: selecting parents, reproducing offspring, applying local search to offspring and replacing the resultant offspring if the offspring is better than the worst individual in the population. A distinguished feature of the proposed method is that a crossover operation and local search methods are applied to only one CARP instance at every generation whilst the fitness function is composed of an ensemble of the evaluations of several CARP instances. Therefore, at the beginning of each generation, a CARP instance is selected for further genetic operations in the generation. This selection is carried out by referring to weights, which are also used to fitness evaluation. By selecting a CARP instance at every generation, the Memetic algorithm can concentrate to optimise each selected CARP instance. The weights are then updated for every predefined intervals of generations as described in section IV-C.
B. Coding Method and Fitness Evaluation
A naive permutation encoding method for solving SRO is employed. The chromosome of an individual is composed of several special symbols and edge IDs. Special symbols s 1 are used to indicate the beginning of tours for each truck. Using the following chromosome as example, this chromosome yields tours for two trucks (A permutation representaion is employed in this coding method).: T 1 = { 5 4 7 1}, and T 2 = { 8 3 2 6}. 2 6 s 1 5 4 7 1 s 2 8 3 As Evolutionary Algorithms have a tendency to find optimal solutions E(X, a i ) in the case of equation (6), the normalised function E N (X, a i ) is employed as a fitness function of our Evolutionary Algorithms:
where w i (0 < w i < 1, ai∈Ae w i = 1) denotes a weight for each temperature distribution a i . The normalised function E N (X, a i ) is defined as follows:
where E * (a i ) is a real number indicating the difficulty of solving a CARP instance I ai , for example, lower bounds which is the distance searched by other algorithms. In this algorithm, E * (a i ) is defined as the best distance for a CARP instance I ai searched by using the Memetic Algorithm [1] .
C. Weights and their Update
In this section, two kinds of weights w i are examined: fixed weights and weights updated for every predefined interval. The values of the fixed weights and the initial value of changed weights are set to 1/|A e |.
Weight updates correspond to change the directions of evolution of Evolutionary Algorithms. For every predefined interval of generations L, the weight w j is updated by using the best tour evaluation E b N (X, a i ) which is searched by Evolutionary Algorithms:
Genetic operators including a crossover and local search methods are applied to only one CARP instance in every generation. A CARP instance is selected by referring to the weights in the beginning of every generation and applying genetic operators. For example, the following proportion s i is used to randomly decide which CARP instance is applied to genetic operators, as in roulette wheel selection:
This application method is employed because the genetic operators adopted use information in problem instances, e.g., distance on edges, amount of services on edges, and so on, to improve the fitness of individuals. Conflicts between the improvement for problem instances by genetic operators might be occurred if genetic operators are applied to several problem instances simultaneously and therefore a conflict resolution mechanism may be required. Furthermore, EAs tend to converge the easier instances at first which can cause EAs to become trapped into the local minimum of the total problem as represented by equation (6) This is because it is difficult to find out an improved solution for the more difficult problem instances whilst the solution quality of easier problems is kept constant. 
D. Genetic Operators
In order to cope with large scale problems, the edge assembly crossover (EAX) operator proposed by Nagata et al. is used due to its search ability [13] , [14] . The EAX operator can solve Traveling Salesman Problems with 2393 cities with probabilities 90 % over. However, since this operator is specifically designed for Travelling Salesman Problems, it can often yield an infeasible solution. Hence, a repair operator for offspring individuals is incorporated in the Memetic Algorithm:
1) A counter variable count is set to 0.
2) Find a tour a which has maximum violation with respect to the constraint of the service capacity. 3) Randomly choose a required edge r in the tour a. 4) Find a tour b, which has an opening for the required edge t, such that the required edge must be traversed as a deadheading path ( Figure 5 ). If no tour is found, increment count and go to 7. Otherwise go to the next step. 5) Move the required edge r from the tour a to the tour b. 6) Increment count and recalculate the total amount of services for the tours a and b. 7) Loop back to 2. until there is no violation in all tours or count exceeds 30.
E. Local Search Method
Local search methods are carried out with a probability. Because the EAX operator has similar characteristics to the k-opt operator, three naive local search methods are used in the Memetic Algorithms:
Move an edge Before: 4 s1 1 3 5 8 s2 2 6 7
After: 4 s1 1 3 5 s2 2 6 8 7 Move sequential two edges Before: 4 s1 1 3 5 8 s2 2 6 7
After: 4 s1 1 3 s2 2 6 5 8 7 Swap two edges Before: 4 s1 1 3 5 8 s2 2 6 7
After: 4 s1 1 3 5 6 s2 2 8 7 Upper and lower lines in each local search operation indicate an indvidual before and after applying the operation respectively. For all possbile pairs of variables, above local search operations are applied. A pair of variables with the best improvement is then selected.
F. Initialisation of Population
Almost all the individuals in the population are generated as a random permutation. Two kinds of additional sophisticated individuals are also inserted: Firstly, individuals generated by path scanning heuristics [7] , [8] are applied to problem instances with large numbers of required edges.
Secondly, individuals indicating the best solution E * (a i ) for the corresponding CARP instance I ai is solely solved by Memetic algorithms in [1] . These individuals are represented by the IDs of required edges for corresponding CARP instance I ai . Therefore, individuals in the proposed method require the IDs of all edges. In order to insert missed IDs to the best individuals, simple heuristics based on the distance is employed: (1) select the nearest missed edge which is allowable to corresponding truck in the sense of service capacity, and insert selected edge to tours. (2) if no edge is found in (1), other tour is build by using the path scanning heuristics.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. Evolutionary process
A series of experiments on real data in South Gloucestershire was conducted. Ten different temperature distributions (shown in Table I ) along with an 'ideal' temperature distribution a ideal (where all temperature points are below 0 degree), were used for evolution. The number of trucks refers to the minimum number of trucks which can cover all the demands of required edges in corresponding CARP instance I ti . The best distance is searched by the Memetic algorithm in [1] and is used for the normalised evaluation E N (X, a i ) in equation (8) The number of edges in the area and trucks needed to serve in the CARP instance I a ideal for the 'ideal' temperature distribution are 595 and 11 respectively. As a result, the string length is set to 696. The probability of applying local search method, the population size, and the number of generations in each run are 0.1, 300, and 100,000, respectively. Three kinds of changing intervals for weights are examined: 100, 500, and 1000. Table II shows the average and the best distances over 20 runs by using the proposed method. Bold fonts denote that these results show statistical significance against uncharged weight method. Initialisation by incorporation of the best individuals for each CARP instance, which are searched by former Memetic algorithms, works well. For all weight change intervals and unchanged weights, the averages and the bests are improved. Fig. 6 depicts the changes of weight during evolutionary process for that changing interval is 500 generations. The horizontal axis denotes the temperature distribution a i where as the depth axis and the vertical axis indicate the number of generations and corresponding weight values. This graph elucidates that the proposed method appears to find better solutions in CARP instances with less required edges.
B. Test of the acquired robust solutions
The generalisation property of acquired robust solutions are investigated. A further 11 temperature distributions t i are used for this test. The meaning of each attribute is the same as Table I . The best solutions for algorithms in Table  II are evaluated on CARP instance t i in Table III.  Table IV summarises the results for the test. Numbers with bold fonts indicate the best performance among variable changing interval of weights, including uncharged weights. The 'average' column refers to the average value of E N (X, t i ) over 11 CARP instances I ti . For average values, the proposed method with changing interval L = 500 and best individual incorporation outperform the other algorithms. Especially, For CARP instances with less total demands, e.g., 
